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The Catalogers
By Steve Whitfield

If it weren't for some ancient cataloger we wouldn't
have a dictionary of the English language. In fact, with-
out catalogers we would not have any reference works to
allow us to research anything. The "'loggers" are a spe-
cial breed. They are usually obsessed with writing down
and recording everything known about some subject, or
classification of things.

Take for example the people (and their successors),
who originally listed all the varieties of Confederate
notes; of United States large size currency; of Colonial
Currency and now those who are attempting to record
every note issue from the individual states. They seek
information rather than just collecting notes. They
want to know what notes were issued, by whom, and
how many were issued? How many have survived and
what they ]ook like?

It is a fascinating chase, obviously; otherwise no one
would ever have done it, or still be doing it.

A particularly interesting consideration about state
note issues is that many of them have been lost forever,
with no records and no surviving examples known.
However; many, presently unknown notes, do have a
survivor somewhere that may or may not turn up in the
future.

As more information about the paper money hobby
and what each note is worth gets publicized, more of
these rare notes will surface. We see it now when each
new auction catalog appears.

Even when every known survivor and record of a
note is listed, catalogs will still not be complete because
so many notes have disappeared forever. There will
always be more work to be done looking for and listing
new discoveries. So, it is probably a perpetual job.

Unfortunately, many recent catalogers are reluctant
to publish because they fear that their lists are incom-
plete, which of course will always be true. We need to
encourage them to get into print with what they have
now. The next guy or gal can always publicize addi-
tions, deletions and other new information.

People, who begin as collectors, frequently turn
into catalogers. This happens when they realize how lit-
tle is known about whatever it is they collect. As they

seek notes for their collection, they gradually learn what
is available and how frequently, or infrequently they
appear.

As their lists grow and become refined they may
realize that they have, in fact, developed a reference
work about their special area of interest. With their
own collection, and photographs of other notes, they
can assemble an illustrated catalog. And this is how
many of the paper money reference works, that we all
now take for granted, were put together. As new infor-
mation surfaced, updates were published, such as those
done by Friedberg with U.S. large size currency and the
various issues of Confederate and Colonial Notes.

I am a proponent of what could be called an "album
catalog." This would be similar to a stamp album. It
would include a framed space where every known note
could be inserted into the album. An illustration of each
note would be included inside framework for the note
and all relevant information about the issuer, the note,
etc., would be printed on the page, just as in a catalog.

If produced with quality, such pages could be
removed and used directly in exhibits. Such albums
would encourage the collecting of currency, just as the
Whitman coin boards encouraged coin collecting back
in the '40s and '50s.

This concept would work for any category of notes,
from U.S. and Confederate to Colonial and state obso-
lete currency issues. Space for back designs could also
be included, where such designs exist. Clear, protective
mounts could be included, built into the album.
Complete (with every variety of note) or type (by design
difference only) catalogs could be produced for the
advanced and for the limited-budget collector.

I have produced such a catalog for Kansas obsolete
notes and included color photocopies of all the notes I
could obtain access to. This is also a great way to take
your collection with you to conventions or shows, with-
out risking loss of your valuable material.

Note: The author was long time SPMC Wismer
Project Chairman and author of the Wismer book on
Kansas.
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